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The first quarter of the 2015
fiscal year was strong for
Murray-Calloway
County
Hospital.
MCCH Chief Financial Officer Dirk Morgan outlined
those and other positives
Monday morning during a regularly-called meeting of the
Murray-Calloway
County
Public Hospital Corporation
Finance Committee.
It was reported, MCCH
ended the first three months of
the period with $452,000 in
income from operations after
being budgeted for a $162,000
loss. In addition, MCCH's
EB1TDA (expected cash available for debt payment and capital expenditures) was $2.6 million after being budgeted for
$1.9 million.
There were also two other
strong indicators presented during the meeting. MCCH
amassed a record $8.1 million
in
cash
collections
in
December. while recording
above budget numbers in categories such as total admissions
(4.3 percent above), adjusted
admissions(3.5 percent),emergency room visits (8.6 percent),
outpatient surgeries (6.5 percent) and inpatient surgeries
(3.3 percent).
"If there is anything to really
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Chestnut gets boost

rES

Citizens
academy
planned
by MPD
Department now
taking applications
for upcoming event
By HAWKINS TEAGUE
Staff Writer
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he Murray Police Department is
now taking applications for residents to sign up for the spring 2015
Citizens Police Academy, which will start
March 9 and run through April 27.
The eight-week program is open to anyone 21 or older who lives or works in
Murray. The academy teaches citizens
about many different aspects of police
work and will meet at 6:30 p.meach
Monday in the council chambers on the
second floor of City Hall. The seventh
week will also include a Saturday trip to
the shooting range and a K-9 demonstration.
There is no fee for the program,and participants will get a free MPD Citizens
Police Academy T-shirt upon graduation.
To get an application, go to
murrayky.gov/police/cpa.htm or email or
call
Sgt.
David
Howe
at
david.howe@murrayky.gov or 270-7621052. People who have downloaded the
application from the website may return it
to the department headquarters at 407
Poplar St., and may also pick one up there
if needed.
Howe said the benefit of holding the
academy extends beyond giving citizens
the chance to learn more about how law
enforcement works. It is also a great community relations tool, he said.
"I've found in the couple of years I've
been doing this program that it's a great
opportunity to interact with a group of citizens over time," Howe said. "I get to
know them, and they get to know the
police better than any other way of learn-

T
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Murray-Calloway County Parks Director Tab Brockman, left, and Murray-Calloway
County Park Board
Chairman Jason Lovett stand to applaud Monday night after a donor, wishing to
remain anonymous, pledged
to give $100,000 to beautify Chestnut Park.

M-CC parks board recipient
of impressive donation
By JOHN WRIGHT
Staff Writer
A donor, wishing to remain anonymous, sent a positive charge through
the Murray-Calloway County Park
Board Monday night.
The donor informed board members
of a $100,000 gift to specifically go to
the beautification of Chestnut Park, the
older of the two facilities under MurrayCalloway County Parks & Recreation's
umbrella. Chestnut, which sits between
Chestnut and Payne streets, was constructed in the 1940s.
"This was just tremendously generous on the donor's part and will make

a difference in Chestnut Park," said Marcum will lead that mission for the
Parks & Recreation Director Tab Parks Board.
Brockman, noting that, while larger
"It takes a start and that's what
and younger Central Park, built 40 you're doing," Lovett said in the direcyears ago, may receive more attention. tion of the donor, who had talked to
Chestnut is hardly empty most days.
board members about the gift."You are
"You'd be surprised with how many being very adamant about this going to
people we have out there, especially the 'old' park so I think the thing to do
with our mile-long walking trail. We is to open a separate checking account
also have a playground, basketball specifically for this project.
courts and four pavilions. Things there
"This is what we need, and we're
can be spruced up,though,absolutely!" very honored that you have decided to
Parks Board Chairman Jason Lovett take this step and provide us with this
immediately asked that a committee opportunity.be formed specifically to oversee the
Lovett also suggested that the next
Chestnut project. Along with himself,
board members Alice Rouse and Bill
II See Page 2A

Excitement building
for Feb. Polar Plunge
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MCCH Finance
Committee
hears strong
quarterly report

• Grimes to seek re-election
as secretary of state - 2A

FRANKFORT, Ky. — One of
Special Olympics Kentucky's
signature fundraising events
will make a splash when the
Polar Plunge hits the water at
Kentucky Dam Village State
Resort Park on Saturday. Feb.
21.
Taking the plunge is as easy
as participating in a walk-athon. Participants raise money
from sponsors, register on-site
and then take a leap from the
courtesy dock at Kentucky
Dam Village into the wintry
waters of Kentucky Lake with
all of their hard work and bravery benefiting the athletes of
Special Olympics Kentucky,
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according to Mark Buerger,
communications director for
Special Olympics Kentucky.
The actual plunge is only
part of the event. Plungers are
encouraged to wear costumes
and the participant with the
best costume wins one of
many awards. Awards are also
presented to the largest corporate, school and law enforcement groups. Top fundraisers
are recognized as Polar Plunge
royalty with the top male
fundraiser being named King
of the Plunge, the top female
fundraiser being crowned as
Queen and the top young
fundraisers earning the titles of
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DEMOLITION CONTINUES: A backhoe is shown preparing to scoop up some debris,
while a track hoe, right, is shown in the middle of depositing other debris into the back of a
truck Monday afternoon during the ongoing demolition operation of a former
apartment/business complex at the intersection of North 13th and Main streets in Murray.
The portion still standing once housed the El Rancho Mexican Market along Main.
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WEATHER
gusts as high as 20 mph.
Thursday: A 20 percent
chance of rain. Mostly cloudy,
with a high near 52. South
southwest wind 11 to 14 mph
becoming northwest in the
afternoon. Winds could gust as
high as 21 mph
Thursday Night: Mostly
cloudy, with a low around 31.
North northwest wind 7 to 10
mph.
Friday: Mostly sunny, with a
high near 43. North northeast
wind around 7 mph.
Friday Night: Mostly cloudy,
with a low around 30. East
wind around 6 mph.
Saturday: Mostly cloudy,
with a high near 43. East
northeast wind 5 to 10 mph
becoming west southwest in
the afternoon.
Saturday Night: A slight
chance of rain and snow.
Mostly cloudy, with a low
around 28. Northwest wind 7
to 9 mph.
Sunday: Mostly sunny, with
a high near 38. Northwest wind
6 to 8 mph.

From Front

take from all of those volumes,
though, it is our outpatient
areas," Morgan said. "Inpatient
Toronow
Tow
really makes up about one-third
of our total net revenue so that
40s
40s
shows why it's important for
those outpatient areas to stay up.
30s
"We're tracking well also so
20s
far in January with collections,
but it's been a long haul getting
to this point, and it shows that
Director of Revenue Cycle
The National Weather Service
David Ralston's efforts are paying off. He comes to my office
Tuesday: Party sunny, with
10 times a day to discuss this,
a high near 44. North northwhich says he is really keeping
west wind 7 to 10 mph.
in tune with it."
Tuesday Night: Partly
Morgan said the fact that the
cloudy, with a low around 28.
North wind around 6 mph
quarter resulted in so many posbecoming calm in the evening.
itives, to him, was surprising.
Wednesday: Sunny, with a
He said November, which he
high near 48. East wind 5 to 8
expected to be quite negative,
mph becoming south southdid live up to that expectation,
east in the afternoon.
with MCCH finishing with a
Wednesday Night: A 20
$503,000 loss in income.
percent chance of rain. Mostly
In fact, during the December
cloudy, with a low around 39.
Finance Committee meeting, he
South wind 7 to 13 mph, with
had coined that month, "Black
November," because the month
only had 18 days available for
The schedule for the spring
income production.
academy is as follows:
"Plus our MRI machine was
• Week I. March 9 —
down two weeks during that
From Front
Introduction and 911 communi- time, so to say that I was nerving about the police depart- cations
ous would be understating
ment."
• Week 2, March 16
things," Morgan said. "But
Howe said the academy is also Introduction to police work
February has 20 days and others
a great way to dispel some of
• Week 3, March 23
throughout the year have as
the myths and misconceptions Narcotics investigations
many as 23. When you're at 18,
people might have about how
• Week 4, March 30 — Crime
police officers do their jobs scene investigation
from day to day. He said people
• Week 5, April 6 — Traffic
who watch a lot of police proceoperations/polygraph
durals on television might have
• Week 6, April 13 — Jail tour
From Front
the perception that crimes can
procedure
and
they
than
faster
be solved a lot
• Week 7, April 20 — Court Prince and Princess of the
can in real life.
Plunge. All participants raising
"We can't wave a bunch of room procedure
minimum of $250 will be
a
Saturday. April 25 — Range
magical, technological tools at a
entered into a statewide drawing
crime scene and solve a crime in day/ K-9 demonstration
for a Caribbean cruise for two
• Week 8, April 27 — Use of
30 minutes including ad
on Carnival Cruise Lines comforce and graduation
breaks," he said.
pliments of AAA Travel. The
third annual Polar 5K will precede the day's events with a
Dr. Tim Todd, who had served
start time of 9 a.m.
former
of
term
the unexpired
Registration for the Polar 5k
magistrate and Park Board
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Staff Report
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calling
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County
The Calloway
Those who don't want to jump
Office reported that one person road on the opposite side, dropthe water can support Special
in
was injured Saturday afternoon ping down an embankment and
by registering as Too
Olympics
southeastern
in a accident in the
striking a driveway culvert,
Plunge. Too Chicken
to
Chicken
portion of the county.
crossing over the driveway and
According to a release. CCSO finally coming to rest in a clear- participants raise money just
like the Polar Bears do, howevreceived a report of a single- ing.
er, instead of receiving a Polar
vehicle wreck at about 4:15 p.m.
The Murray-Calloway County
Plunge T-shirt, they receive a
on Dunbar Road.
Ambulance Service transported special Too Chicken to Plunge
Upon arrival. CCSO reported
to Murray-Calloway shirt. Too Chicken participants
Judy Hombuckle
that
discovering
for treatment of also qualify for all other availHospital
County
Hornbuckle of New Concord
The Murray able fundraising prizes.
injuries.
reported
was headed west on Dunbar
Calloway
and
Department
Fire
All money raised at the Polar
tires
-side
passenger
the
when
dropped off of the roadway. County Fire-Rescue also assisted Plunge goes to benefit Special
Olympics athletes in Western
Hombuckle overcorrected. caus- at the scene.
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you're talking about losing $1
million a day."
Other areas showing positives
included days cash on hand
which improved one day to 129
and is an area Morgan expects
to see continue rising in coming
months. Also man hours per
adjusted admission went from
105 in November to 91 in
December, which is very close
to the 90 figure Morgan said he
wants to see in that category.
"That's the lowest we've had
since I've been here and that's a
very strong improvement, 91 is
a very good month but we need
to see that trend down," he said.
Morgan also noted that
MCCH last week received
$680,000 from its participation
in a multi-hospital appeal that
showed those facilities were
underpaid by Medicare for services rendered. He added that
MCCH is also involved in several other such appeals where it
looks positive for similar
results, although he said there is
no way to know when those rulings would come, and that wait
could be long. The money
received last week,in fact,came
from a case in the mid-2000s, it
was reported.
All told, he said those appeals
could. result in between $2-3
million coming to MCCH,once
those rulings are made.

Kentucky and throughout the
state.
Olympics
Special
The
Kentucky Polar Plunge program
is in its 17th year of raising
funds to support athletes with
intellectual disabilities, Buerger
said. The event began in
Louisville in 1999 and has
raised more than $5 million to
support Special Olympics in its
first 13 years. The Western
Kentucky Plunge is one of six
in
events
Plunge
Polar
Kentucky this year, with others
being held itt Lake Cumberland,
Lexington, Louisville. Newport
and Owensboro.
For more information about
the Western Kentucky Polar
Plunge, contact Laura Miller at
270-293-9054 or Candace
Thompson at 800-633-7403 or
at
e-mail
via
cthompson@soky.org.
Special Olympics Kentucky
was founded in 1970 and has
held statewide competitions
since 1972. Throughout that
Olympics
Special
time,
Kentucky has been a leading
advocate for people with intellectual disabilities in the state.
The program currently serves
more than 6,000 athletes with
in
disabilities
intellectual
Kentucky and offers year-round
sports training and competition
in 15 sports. Special Olympics
Kentucky also offers health
screening opportunities and
leadership training programs for
athletes and early childhood
development programs.
The Polar Plunge to benefit
Special Olympics is sponsored
by numerous area businesses.
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MISS UNIVERSE: Miss Colombia Paulina Vega carries
flowers after becoming Miss Universe at the Miss Universe
pageant in Miami, Sunday, Jan. 25. She beat out first runnerup Miss USA Nia Sanchez and contestants from more than 80
other countries. Vega is a 22-year-old student of business
administration from Barranquilla, Colombia. Sanchez, the 24year-old Miss USA, is from Las Vegas, Nevada.

Nunn's guilty plea request rejected
LEXINGTON, K. (AP) —
Former state lawmaker Steve
Nunn has lost his bid to withdraw his guilty plea in the 2009
shooting death of his exfiancee.
The Lexington Herald-Leader
reports Fayette County Circuit
Judge Pamela Goodwine rejected Nunn's motion to withdraw
the plea. An. order filed in the
circuit clerk's office Monday
shows she also denied his
motion to vacate the sentence.
The 62-year-old former state

representative and son of former
Gov. Louie B. Nunn pleaded
guilty in 2011.
Nunn contended his attorney
at the time, Warren Scoville of
London, Kentucky, gave him
bad advice about pleading
guilty.
Nunn, who spent about 15
years in the state tegislature,
was sentenced to.Tefe without
parole after pleading guilty to
first-degree murder with an
aggravating circumstance.

Grimes to seek re-election
LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) — announced plans not to run.
Grimes spent more than $18
Alison Lundergan Grimes will
run for re-election as Kentucky million in 2014 trying to unseat
secretary of state, ending the
Majority
now-Senate
months of speculation about the Leader Mitch McConnell in a
former Democratic nominee for race that garnered her national
the U.S. Senate's political plans attention. But a I5-point drubfor 2015.
bing at the polls in November
The decision likely clears the
limited her options in
likely
way for Attorney General Jack
Grimes does have an
Conway to become the party's 2015.
state legislative
aggressive
nominee for governor. The filthat could set
planned
agenda
ing deadline is 4 p.m. Tuesday,
attempt at
another
for
up
herself
and nearly every other potential
Democratic challenger has federal office in 2016.

Republican Heiner files for gov.
James Corner, the Republican
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
Hal Heiner has officially filed state agriculture commissioner,
to seek the Republican nomina- and former state Supreme Court
tion for governor.
Justice Will T. Scott have
Heiner and running mate KC already filed to run for the
Crosbie filed their paperwork at office. Scott on Monday
the Secretary of State's office
announced a series of town hall
Monday morning. Heiner made
meetings across the state where
brief remarks to a group of suphe said he would listen to peoporters in the Capitol parking
lot before filing for office, ple and offer them real solutions
where he characterized himself to their problems.
Candidates have until 4 p.m.
as a Frankfort outsider who
Tuesday to file for governor.
on
government.
state
reform
could
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Millie Thompson

Virginia Dare Jordan

Millie Thompson, 72, of Murray, Kentucky, died Saturday, Jan.
24, 2015 at Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
Funeral services will be at 11 a.m. Tuesday, Jan. 27, 2015, at the
Imes Funeral Home & Crematory, Heritage
Chapel, with John Denham officiating. Burial will
follow in the West Fork Cemetery.
She was born Jan. 26, 1942, in Golden Pond,
Kentucky.
She was a member of Scott's Grove Baptist
Church.
She was preceded in death by her parents, Grant
Higgins and Geneta Smith Higgins Washer; a
brother, Larry Higgins; and a sister, Ann Washer.
Thompson
Mrs. Thompson is survived by her husband,
Danny Thompson of Murray; sons, David Thompson and wife
Suzanne of Algonquin, Illinois, and Michael Thompson of Murray;
a brother, Freddie Higgins and wife Kathryn of Princeton; a sister,
Penelope Higgins of Rockford, Illinois, five grandchildren; two
nieces and one nephew.
Online condolences may be left at www.imesfh.com.
Imes Funeral Home & Crematory, Heritage Chapel, is in charge
of arrangements.

Virginia Dare Jordan, 95, of Murray, Kentucky, formerly of Hot
S prings, Arkansas. died Friday, Jan. 23, 2015, at the MurrayCalloway County Hospital.
A private memorial service is being planned.
She was born Jan. 6, 1920, in Caruthersville, Missouri, to Luther
and Willie DePriest Chapman.
She was a member of Glory Barn Church, Hot Springs.
She was preceded in death by her parents; her husband, Glen A.
Jordan; and a granddaughter, Bobbi Omar.
Mrs. Jordan is survived by a daughter, Glenda Holmes and husband Gerald of Hot Springs; granddaughters Cindy Bowman and
husband Michael of Murray; Kim Thomas and husband Ted of
Cookeville, Tennessee; six great-grandchildren, Brandy Plant,
Rachael Bowman, Jolyn Godwin, Kara Smith, Amanda Omar and
Mahmoud Omar; and a host of great-great-grandchildren.
Online condolences may be left at www.imesfh.com.
Imes Funeral Home & Crematory,downtown Murray, is in charge
of arrangements.

David Hall

David Hall,59,of Almo. Kentucky,died Sunday,Jan. 25,2015. at
the Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
He was born Aug. 31, 1955, in Monticello. Illinois, to Gerald
Henry Hall and Alice Louise Hankins Hall, who preceded him in
death.
Samuel Vaughn Duvall
Mr. Hall is survived by his wife, Donna Hall of Almo; a son,
Samuel Vaughn Duvall, 90, died Saturday, Jan. 24, 2015, at his Stephen Dale Hall and friend, Sue Moore of Hardin; a daughter.
home in Murray, Kentucky.
Leigh Ann Hall of Almo; two brothers, Jerry Hall and wife Tammy
A private graveside service will be held in Fruitport, Michigan, at and Robert Hall and wife Angie, all of Evansville, Indiana; a sister,
a later date.
Deborah Payne and husband Phillip of Greenwood, Arkansas; three
Sam was born Aug. 19, 1924, in Albuquerque, grandchildren, Austin Chase Blanton of Almo, Alexis Brianna
Strong of Almo and Mason Carl of Metropolis, IL; eight nieces and
New Mexico to Samuel R. and Carey Duvall.
nephews and 13 great-nieces and great-nephews.
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Sam
Funeral services will be at 1 p.m., Wednesday, Jan. 28, 2015, at
in the 382nd Air Service group. He was an airplane
Murray. Burial
mechanic as a part of the military aircraft repair efforts and flew the Imes Funeral Home & Crematory, downtown
will be
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announced
be
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will
"Over the Hump" in the China Burma India Theater during World
at the funeral home.
2015,
27,
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Tuesday,
p.m.,
5-8
.from
War II. As a part of his ROTC service as a college dental student.
Online condolences may be left at www.imestb.com.
he met his wife, Betty, an Army nurse, at Percy Jones Army
Imes Funeral Home & Crematory,downtown Murray, is in charge
Hospital in Battle Creek, Michigan. He was a graduate of the
of arrangements.
University of Louisville School of Dentistry. In 1951, he married
Betty Lumm in Detroit, Michigan, and later moved to Fruitport,
Michigan, to raise his family of three children and practice dentistry
in Muskegon, Michigan. In 1976, the family moved to Murray,
Kentucky where he continued his dentistry until 1980. He continued
his career as a dentist practicing at Lamed State Psychiatric Facility
and a host of other governors
in Lamed. Kansas, and Migrant Workers Dental Clinic in Bangor, By ADAM BEAM
and government officials. At
Michigan, until his retirement. Sam continued caring for creatures Associated Press
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) — . least five governors attended
great and small as he loved to garden, trap squirrels out of his bird
When it was time to break Sunday's service, along with
feeders, fill "cavities" of diseased trees, and care for his wife.
for the Kentucky Horse Senate Majority Leader Mitch
ground
in
died
who
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He was preceded in death by his son, Paul
Senate
1974, former Gov. McConnell, state
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Duvall.
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1965, and his sister,
state
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Sam is survived by his wife and their children, Joanne Ellis Wendell
Stumbo
Greg
Speaker
House
shovel.
Duvall, Marianne Scott and husband Roger, all of Murray; two
and scores of Ford's friends,
He wanted a mule.
grandchildren, Eric Ellis and wife Miranda of New Iberia,
The "boy from Yellow Creek" family and staffers.
Louisiana, and Emily Scott of Murray.
Preston remembered Ford as
plowed the earth with a team of
Expressions of sympathy can be made to the Calloway County mules that day as a nod to the a champion of the common
Humane Society, PO Box 764, Murray, KY 42071.
farmers in his native western man, emphasizing his connecOnline condolences can be made at www.thejhchurchillfuneral- Kentucky, just one of the leg- tion with people and his fixahome.com .
endary politician's many touch- tion on issues that mattered to
The J.H. Churchill Funeral Home is in charge of arrangements.
es that showed his deep under- his constituents regardless of
standing of Kentucky and the how the rest of the country felt
people that put him in office about it. In the 1980s, for
Donna Kay Holmes
example. Ford led the fight
Donna Kay Holmes, age 67,of Murray, Kentucky died on Friday, year after year.
"That was Wendell Ford," against Daylight Savings Time
Jan. 23, 2015 at the Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
Mrs. Holmes was born in Murray, Kentucky on Oct. 23, 1947 to Thomas L. Preston, Ford's for- because of how it would
mer senior adviser, told hun- impact the state's two time
W.O. Vaughn and Madie Hutson Vaughn.
She retired retired from the Food Service Department at Murray- dreds of mourners Sunday dur- zones. He worried about rural
Calloway County Hospital after 27 years of service.
ing a public memorial service school children waiting for
She was preceded in death by her parents; her husband, Robert at the state Capitol. "Wendell school buses on dark, cold
"Bobby" Holmes, who died on Nov. 12, 2007; and by a brother, Ford was not enamored with mornings and the disruption it
would cause to cow milking
the upper crust."
Dalton Vaughn.
Mrs. Holmes is survived by two sons, Charles Holmes and wife
Ford died Thursday at his routines.
in
was
Ford
When
Lynn of Union City, Tennessee, and Jeff Holmes and wife Monique home in Owensboro after a batof
he
said
Sammy
Preston
husband
and
Washington.
Pittman
the
is
He
Dora
cancer.
sister,
a
lung
with
tle
of Elizabethtown;
New Concord; a sister-in-law, Janice Vaughn of Murray; a brother, only Kentuckian to win con- would often call his wife back
Tom Vaughn and wife Francis of Buckley, Illinois; two grandchil- secutive terms as lieutenant in Kentucky at about 10 o'clock
dren, Paige Holmes and Zach Holmes both of Dickson, Tennessee; governor, governor and U.S. every night.
"If this bill passes. I'll still
senator. He served in the
as well as three nephews and two nieces.
A graveside service will be Tuesday, Jan. 27, 2015, at 11 a.m. at Senate for 25 years, retiring in make those calls," Preston
recalled Ford as saying. "And I
1998.
the Murray City Cemetery with burial to follow.
On Sunday, his body lay in know how she'll respond: 'Well
Expressions of sympathy can be made to a charity of choice.
Online condolences may be left at www.thejhchurchillfuneral- state in the Capitol Rotunda, Wendell, they're all out on the
joining the likes of Kentucky front porch waiting for the sun
home.com.
legends such as Daniel Boone to finally go down."
The J.H. Churchill Funeral Home is in charge of arrangements.

Hundreds gather to mourn
former Sen. Wendell Ford

Couple missing
after drive to meet
Craigslist seller
ATLANTA (AP) — A Georgia
couple is missing after driving
across the state to check out a classic car advertised on Craigslist,
and police say the man who last
had phone contact with them faces
charges.
Investigators have obtained warrants for 28-year-old Ronnie
Adrian "Jay" Towns on charges of
giving false statements and criminal attempt to commit theft by
deception. He hasn't been accused
of harming 69-year-old Elrey
"Bud" Runion and his wife 66year-old June Runion.
Telfair County Sheriff Chris
Steverson tells WMAZ-TV in
Macon that Towns was interviewed, and information he provided didn't match what investigators knew of the case.
The Runions are from Marietta,
just outside Atlanta. On Thursday,
they drove to McRae, about three
hours away in South Georgia, to
meet someone who responded to
Bud Runion's ad seeking a 1966
Mustang.

Tows Crier
• The Murray-Calloway
Hospital
Public
County
of
Board
Corporation
Trustees will meet at noon
Wednesday in the board
room of the North Tower of
the MCCH campus. Agenda
items will include recognition
of service to Dr. Charles
Tucker, LBMC audit report, a
MCCH
the
of
review
Balanced Score Card, leadership report and recesses
for the quaterly meeting of
Murray-Calloway
the
Endowment for Healthcare
and the semi-annual meeting of the Murray-Calloway
County Emergency Medical
Service.
• The Calloway County
Curriculum Committee will
meet Tuesday, Jan. 27, at
3:15 p.m. in Room 201 at
High
County
Calloway
School.
Please support the

American
Red Cross
F very Donation Songs Hope
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FUNERAL NOTICE
THE J.H. CHURCHILL FUNERAL HOME
Donna Kay Holmes,67
Graveside service at II a.m Tuesday,Jan. 27,2015. at Murray
City Cemetery.
•••••

IMES FUNERAL HOME AND CREMATORY,
DOWNTOWN MURRAY
Uva Nell Erickson, 88
Funeral service at 1 p.m.,Tuesday. Jan. 27,2015,at the funeral home. Burial to follow in Murray City Cemetery.
••••••

IMES FUNERAL HOME AND CREMATORY,
HERITAGE CHAPEL
Millie Thompson, 72
Funeral service at 11 a.m., Tuesday, Jan. 27, 2015. Burial to
follow in West Fork Cemetery.

Device, possibly aerial drone,
found on White House grounds
By NEDRA PICKLER
Associated Press
WASHINGTON (AP) — A
device, possibly an unmanned
aerial drone, was found on the
White House grounds during the
middle of the night while
President Barack Obama and the
first lady were in India, but his
spokesman said Monday that it
posed no threat.
It was unclear whether their
daughters, Sasha and Malia,
were at home at the time of the
incident with their grandmother,
Marian Robinson, who also lives
at the White House. The White
House had said before the president's trip that the daughters
would remain in Washington so
not to miss school.
The Secret Service had no
immediate comment on what it
found.
Obama's press secretary, Josh
Earnest,speaking in New Delhi,
did not deny that the object
found at the White House was
an aerial drone. Drones come in
various sizes, some quite small,
with purposes ranging from surveillance to recreational toys.
"There is a device that has

been recovered by the Secret
Service at the White House,"
Earnest said when asked if a
drone was found. "The early
indications are that it does not
pose any sort of ongoing threat
to anybody at the White House."
Police, fire and other emergency vehicles swarmed around
the White House in the predawn
hours, with several clustered
near the southeast entrance to
the mansion.
The White House was dark
and the entire perimeter was on
lockdown until around 5 a.m.,
when those who work in the
complex were allowed inside.
After daylight, more than a
dozen Secret Service officers
fanned out in a search across the
White House lawn as snow
began to fall. They peered down
in the grass and used flashlights
to look throOgh the large bushes
that line the mansion's driveway.
Obama and his wife, Michelle,
were the featured guests
Monday at a parade celebrating
India's Republic Day. They
planned to visit Saudi Arabia on
Tuesday before returning to
Washington.

NTSB:Pilot in fatal Ky.crash
reported engine trouble
LOUISVILLE, Ky..(AP) — A
preliminary report shows that
the pilot of a small plane flying
over western Kentucky lost
sight of the airport and reported
the right engine had stopped
shortly before the plane crashed
and killed everyone aboard
except a 7-year-old girl.
The National Transportation
Safety Board's report says air
traffic controllers lost contact
with the plane about 5:55 p.m.
on Jan. 2, about five minutes

after the pilot had asked for
assistance because of engine
problems. The pilot's last contact with controllers was that he
had lost sight of the airport.
The Piper PA-34 landed
upside down with the landing
gear retracted. The crash killed
pilot Marty Gutzler; his wife,
Kimberly; their daughter Piper;
and her cousin, Sierra Wilder.
The couple's daughter Sailor
survived the crash.
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Area adoption ministry
hosts education seminar

Photo provided
MURRAY ROTARY CLUB: Pictured is Madeline Dobberfuhl,
from Socially Present, who presented the program for the
Murray Rotary Club meeting at Pagligi's on Thursday, Jan.
22. She discussed social media and the characteristics and
applications for most of today's platforms.

Course to be offered
Special to the Ledger
The U.S. Coast Guard Auxiliary's Kentucky Lake Flotilla encourages all fishermen, hunters, and recreational boaters and their passengers to take a free safe boating course on Saturday. Jan. 31, at
Glendale Road Church of Christ. The class begins promptly at 9
a.m. and will last until 4 or 5 p.m. with a break for lunch.
Most insurance companies offer discounts to those who success"fully complete the course. The course also meets the Kentucky standards for young boaters, ages 12 through 17, who must acquire certification before operating solo on personal watercraft and other
boats.
Contact one of the Flotilla instructors, Bill Husfield at 270-3549966 or Beale Canon at 270-753-4934 to pre-register and reserve a
•
seat.

Special to the Ledger
HARDIN, Ky. — Without support and information, adoption
can be an intimidating and overwhelming endeavor with much
paperwork and many decisions.
A local ministry wants to help
provide information and networking opportunities for those
interested in adoption,fostering,
and orphan care.
Hope That Binds will have an
education seminar on adoption
and orphan care from 9-11:45
a.m. Saturday, Feb. 21, at
Church.
Baptist
Hardin
Admission is $5 and registration
will begin at 8:30 a.m. An opening session will begin at 9 a.m.
with other sessions beginning at
9:30 a.m., 10:15 a.m., and 11
a.m.
Hope That Binds co-founder
Wendy Wilson said part of the
advocacy component is providing people with information.
She hopes the upcoming education seminar will be a safe place
for people to ask questions and
network with others. "Adoption
can be intimidating. When a person takes that first step to begin
pursuing adoption it's often difficult to know where to start and
even what questions to ask,"
Wilson said. "We thought providing a welcoming environment where folks could just
soak in a lot of information and
leave with some contacts would
be helpful for the intimidation
factor. We also hope it gets people's wheels turning about how
to get involved in orphan care."
Specifically, the education
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Legion officers giving help

seminar will have nine presentations during three time slots,
where participants will be able
to choose three sessions to
attend. The sessions will be
Considering Adoption, Church
Ministry, Connecting, Finance,
International
Fostering,
Adoption, Home Study/Agency
Information, Support, and
Domestic Adoption.
"I made a long list of sessions
I had attended or heard about at
adoption conferences. I also
included topics I have heard
other adoptive families talk
about and ones that my own
family has talked about,"
Wilson said about the session
choices. She then prayed
through them and narrowed the
list as speakers confirmed their
availability."The way it worked
out the topics are great and
cover a wide variety. I love that
it's not just for adoptive families
or just for families considering
adoption or for people wanting
to get involved with orphan
care. It's for all three groups!"
Wilson hopes this education
seminar becomes a yearly event
and some of the speakers
involved have encouraged her to
duplicate the event at other
regional locations.
For information on Hope That
Binds or the education seminar,
contact Wendy Wilson at
hopethatbindsministries4 gmail
.com.

Datebook
Martha
Finney Andrus,
Community
editor

Bill Cowan and Mark Kennedy, service officers of American Legion Post No. 73, will be
available each Wednesday from 1-4 pm. to
assist veterans of Calloway County with the
completion of forms and the filing of claims
with the Veterans Administration at the Legion
Post, 310 Bee Creek Drive. No appointment is
necessary and veterans are served on a firstcome, first-served basis. For more information
call Kennedy at 270-753-3333.

UDC to meet Wednesday

The J.N. Williams Chapter 805 United
Daughters of the Confederacy will meet Wednesday, Jan. 28, at 11
a.m. at the home of Brenda Call. There will be a potluck salad
lunch. The program will be on Robert E.,Lee. For more information, contact Brenda Call at 270-753-7870.

WKEC Board meeting planned
A meeting of the West Kentucky Educational Cooperative
(WKEC) Board of Directors will be Wednesday, Jan. 28, at the
WKEC conference room in Eddyville at 9:30 a.m. The meeting
should conclude by noon. For more information, contact Jennifer
Hale,executive assistant, at 270-809-6978.

Laker Band to offer chili supper
The Calloway County Laker Band will sponsor its annual chili
supper and auction on Friday, Jan. 30, from 4:30-6:30 p.m. in the
high school cafeteria. Take-out orders will be available and the
deadline to pre-order is Thursday, Jan. 29. Contact the Calloway
Laker Band Boosters on its Facelx)ok page or email lakerbandboosters@gmail.com.

Free assistance offered for veterans
Free assistance is available for veterans and their families by the
state of Kentucky on Tuesday. Jan. 27, Wednesday, Jan. 28, and
Thursday, Jan. 29, from 9 am. until 2:30 p.m. at the VA Clinic,
1253 Paris Road,Mayfield. Appointments can be made by email to
ronald.mcclure@ky.gov, or phone 270-247-2455, ext. 73905.

Rebate for Project Graduation to be held
Calloway County High School will have a rebate night for Project
Graduation at Applebee's on Wednesday, Jan. 28. Print and show
the coupon to your waitress.

WHIRL
Workshop
to be held

MWC to host membership coffee
The Wirray Woman's Club will host a membership coffee on
Saturday. Jan. 31, at 9:30 a.m. at the clubhouse, 704 Vine Street.
The theme of this membership coffee is "Half 'N Half."
Prospective members may join the club now for half a year at half
the price. There will be a question and answer peridd during the
coffee where guests can learn about the ten departments and the
various projects of the club. For more information, contact the
membership chairman at 270-759-4578.

Special to the Ledger
The Murray Art Guild in partnership with Jackson Purchase
Dance and Playhouse in the
Park announce the Winter 2015
WHIRL Workshop for ages
three to five years of age. The
workshop will provide activities
in dance,theater and art and will
meet at the Playhouse every
Friday in Feb. from 9-10:15
a.m.
Email the guild at murrayartguild@murray-ky.net for more
information on registration fees
or call 27-753-4059.

Polar Plunge rebate night planned
The Western Kentucky Polar Plunge will be holding a rebate
night at Sirloin Stockade on Thursday, Jan. 29. The Polar Plunge
will be held Saturday, Feb. 21. To register or donate, go to kentuckyplunge.com and also see the Facebook page at Western Kentucky
Polar Plunge.
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DivorceCare to be held Wednesday
DivorceCare is a special weekly seminar and support group for
people who are separated or divorced. DivorceCare For Kids is a
weekly support group for children ages 5-12 who need help dealing
with the separation or divorce of their parents. Meetings are at Elm
Grove Baptist Church, 6483 Kentucky 94 E., beginning at 6 p.m.
every Wednesday. Call 270-293-2509 for more information.

Warming
Center open

4

Playhouse to hold auditions

Special to the Ledger
The Murray-Calloway County
Warming Center is now open
and will remain open through
Saturday, Jan. 31. The free center is located at St. John's
Episcopal Church, 1620 West
Main Street and is open from 6
p.m. until 8 a.m., seven days a
week.
Those is need are provided
with dinner, breakfast and a
warm place to sleep. Individuals
and families are welcome, but
please no pets. Arrive at the center by 9 p.m. For more information, call 270-753-1881 during
the hours of 8:30 a.m. until 4:30
p.m., Monday through Friday.

Playhouse in the Park announces auditions for the Diary of Anne
Frank on Monday, Feb. 2, and Tuesday. Feb. 3, at 6 p.m. at the theatre. Note that auditions were originally scheduled for Jan. 26 and
27.There are roles for four men,four women,one girl,one boy and
three extrase. No preparation or experience is necessary. For more
information, contact Lisa Cope. 270-759-1752.

Born Learning Academy to be Thursday
The United Way Born Learning Academy will be held Thursday.
Jan. 29,from 5:30-7 p.m. in the Murray Elementary School Library.
This academy is for parents of children prenatal to 5 years of age.
Dinner will be served and free childcare will be available. To
reserve a spot, call Morgan Carman, FRYSC director, at 270-7599592.
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Over 50 Singles to have dinner meeting
The Over 50 Singles Group is having a dinner meeting on Friday.
Jan. 30, at 6 p.m., at the Big Apple Café. This is a new group for
those over 50 years of age who are single and would like to join
others for social activities. Reservations are needed. Call 270-2271707 for information or email over50singlesgroup@gmail.com by
Wednesday, Jan. 28. to reserve a spot.
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Ten years ago
Harvey Pritchett is shown using
an electric sander to smooth the area
that once held a letter to the CornAustin sign on a building at the corner of Fourth and Main streets in
Murray.
North Calloway Elementary
School student Andie Gibson is pictured chatting with Dr. Brad Mills
by phone while teacher Margaret
Rail and Gibson's mother, Dena,
watch after Gibson was notified that
she had won a free set of braces
through a writing contest Mills conducted. Murray Middle School student Ashley Dawson reads the presentation that won her a free set of
braces from Dr. Mills.
Jan Wilson of Murray was recently recognized by the Murray State
University Board of Regents for a
national honor. She was named the
National Chapter Advisor of the
Year at the Sigma Sigma Sigma
social sorority convention in
Scottsdale, Arizona. Also pictured
is Dr. F. King Alexander, MSU
president and Dr. Don Sparks,
chairman of the board of regents at
MSU.
Lady Tiger junior guard Christina
Dunn is pictured in the first half of
the All "A" Classic First Region
Tournament at Graves County High
School. Dunn finished with II
points.
Twenty years ago
Calloway County senior Farrah
Beach is pictured as she glides
through the air to finish off a fastbreak in the Lady Lakers' win over
Lone Oak. Beach finished with 23
points.
By April, many construction trailers will be parked behind Stewart
Stadium as the Regional Special
Events Center begins taking shape.
Upon completion, the building will
be used for basketball games, concerts, grade shows and a variety of
large gatherings.
Heidi Wilson, April Peal, Farrah
Beach, Kelley D. Hale. Linda
Stubblefield, and Tracy West are the
Calloway County High School
Basketball Homecoming Queen
candidates.

Woman isn't really attracted
to the man of her dreams

Southwest Calloway Elementary
celebrated its 20 years with a retirement luncheon for former members
of the faculty and staff. Attending
were Edna Robinson, Eupal
Underwood, Betty Gore, Eleanor
Miller, Helen Doron, Maxine
Burkeen, Jane Cothran, Ray Dunn,
Gwyn Key, Edward Curd. Charlene
Curd, Roy Cothran and Jean
Cooper.
Thirty years ago
Vicki Edwards was named the
Calloway County High School
1985 Basketball Queen. She is the
daughter of Dan and Sondra
Edwards and was escorted by Mark
Waldrop.
A Sweetheart Charity Brunch,
the
sponsored
by
Sigma
Department of the Murray Woman's
Club, will be Saturday. Feb. 9, at
Pagliai's. Proceeds will be donated
to Need Line according to Mona
Blankenship, department chairman.
The staff of Century 21 Loretta
Jobs Realtors has been invited to
attend the annual sales rally in
Louisville at the Galt House where
they will receive four Million
Dollar Awards. Marie Hicks.
Loretta Jobs, Judy Johnston and
BJ. Berrill will each receive the
Sales Achievement Award.
Forty years ago
Construction has started on the
new West Kentucky Livestock &
Exposition Center at Murray State
University.
Gary Crass. Mark Bucy and
Charlie McKinney are pictured with
ducks taken on the waters of the
Mississippi.
Fifty years ago
Good Citizen awards of Captain
Wendell Oury Chapter of Daughters
of the American Revolution were
presented to three local senior girls
- Carolyn Starks of Calloway
County High School; Carolyn
McNeely of Murray College High
and Paula Allbritten of Murray High
School.
Sixty years ago
Births reported at Murray
Hospital include a girl to Mona and
John Neal Purdom and a girl to Mr.
and Mrs. Thomas Broach.

DEAR ABBY: I am considered to be a quite attractive -easily a nine or a 10 -- professional dancer here in Las Vegas.
I recently met a guy who has literally met almost all my dream
qualities for a life partner, husband and father of my future children.
The problem is, I'm not
attracted to
him. He's not
ugly; he has
symmetrical
features,
straight teeth.
nice skin and
is in pretty
good shape, if
a little on the
skinny side. I
have always
By Abigail
dated muscuVan Buren
lar, very fit
men who get me excited at the
sight of them, and I'm wondering if there's something wrong
with me because after nine months
I'm still struggling with his looks.
I feel like there is no sexual
chemistry. But we have another
kind of chemistry because we get
along great, and he motivates me
to be a better person.
Am I shallow, or is the lack
of sexual chemistry a sign that
maintaining a successful long-term
relationship won't happen? -- MISS
PICKY IN LAS VEGAS
DEAR MISS PICKY: I'm not
going to call you shallow. Whether
lack of sexual chemistry is a dealbreaker for you depends upon
how important sex is to you. From
what you have told me, looks are
a primary factor in what draws
you to men. (It would be interesting to know how long the relationships you described lasted.)
Bear in mind that men who
are Adonises can lose their looks
if they don't consistently work at
it -- just as women do. Much as
we might wish it, looks don't
always last forever. That's why,

In 1944, during World War 11,
the Soviet Union announced the
complete end of the deadly German siege of Leningrad. which
had lasted for more than two
years.
In 1951, an era of atomic testing in the Nevada desert began
as an, Air,Force. planit:dropped a
one-kiloton bomb on Ffienchman
Flat.
In 1967, astronauts Virgil 1.
"Gus" Grissom, Edward H. White
and Roger B. Chaffee died in a
flash fire during a test aboard
their Apollo spacecraft. More than

60 nations signed a treaty banning the orbiting of nuclear
weapons.
In 1973. the Vietnam peace
accords were signed in Paris.
In 1977, the Vatican issued a
declaration reaffirming the Roman
Catholic Church's ban on, female
priests.
In 1984, singer
son suffered serious burns to his
scalp when pyrotechnics set his hair
on fire during the filming of a
Pepsi-Cola TV commercial at the
Shrine Auditorium in Los Angeles.

Dear Abby

Dear Abby was founded by
Pauline Phillips. Contact Dear
Abby at www.DearAbby.com or
P.O. Box 69440, Los Angeles, CA
90069.

By the Associated Press
Today is Tuesday, Jan. 27, the
27th day of 2015. There are 338
days left in the year.
Today's Highlight in History:
On Jan. 27, 1945, during World
War 11, Soviet troops liberated the
camps
concentration
Nazi
Auschwitz and jilkkenau in Poland.
On this datni
In 1756. Cornposer Wolfgang
Amadeus Mozart was born in
Salzburg, Austna.
In 1880, Thomas Edison
received a patent for his electric
incandescent lamp.
EIAES

DEAR DOCTOR K: I have
high blood pressure, and my doctor advised me to cut back on
salt. Can you explain how salt
affects blood pressure?
DEAR READER: Blood pressure is the force of blood pushing against the walls of the arteries as the heart pumps blood.
High blood pressure, also known
as hypertension, is blood
pressure
greater than
140/90 mm
High
Hg.
blood pressure increases your risk of
stroke, heart
attack, kidney
damage, loss
of vision and
By
other health
Dr. Anthony
problems.
Komaroff
Many studies
show that blood pressure rises
with higher levels of sodium in
the diet.
Salt -- sodium chloride -- is
essential for survival. But when
you take in more sodium than
your body needs, your body holds
on to water to dilute the sodium.
As a result, the amount of fluid
in your blood vessels increases.
That raises the pressure inside
your blood vessels, and it makes
the heart work harder.
Research has shown that higher salt intake is linked to increased
risk of strokes and heart disease.
And the landmark DASH-Sodium
trial showed that cutting back on
salt lowers blood pressure. (The
DASH diet was developed by nutritionists to lower blood pressure.
Key features include plenty of
fruits, vegetables and whole grains;
several servings daily of low-fat
dairy products; some fish, poultry, dried beans, nuts and seeds;
and minimal red meat, sweets and
sugar-laden beverages.)
But does cutting back on salt
save lives? Yes, it does. Several
studies have shown that lowering

Dr. Komaroff

E31_1-11ES(is)

L_ CIIM DI E(IFI)
SORRY, MOM, I ACCIDENTALLY
SHOWED DAD HOW TO SHOOT
N/1DEOS WITH
HIS PHONE!

Diary of Anne
p.m. at the thefor Jan. 26 and
rl, one boy and
;sary. For more

(Dr. Komaroff is a physician
and professor at Harvard Medical School. To send questions,
go to AskDoctorK.com, or write:
Ask Doctor K, 10 Shattuck St.,
Second Floor,Boston, MA 02115.)

PUT THE BITE ON
'ENERGY VAMPIRES'
Dear Readers: How many
ELECTRONIC DEVICES do you
think are in your home? How
many of them are you NOT
using, but they might still be
pulling power? Take a little stroll
around your place and count. I
just walked through our kitchen,
den and rec room and counted
10 That's in just three rooms.
Apparently, the average household has 25 electronic devices that use electricity.
All of these can be adding to your energy bill.
Even if you aren't using them, if they are plugged
in, they can potentially use energy. If it has an
LCD or LED display, meaning the numbers light
up, it's pulling power! Here are hints to make these
"energy vampires" less powerful:
• Unplug devices you are not using or you don't
use daily. For example: an old stereo or TV in a
guest room.
* Use sleep modes on electronics that have them.
The device will "sleep" or power down, and will
use less electricity.
* Use power strips to control multiple appliances with one off/on switch. Think kitchen: coffee
maker and toaster oven or toaster.
* When shopping for new electronics, look for
the ENERGY STAR designation. These are the most
efficient and use less energy, so you are saving
money while you sleep!
— Heloise
GUEST HINT
Dear Heloise: We live in the beautiful Pacific

•by
Hoick*

Northwest, we have rain, and we do not wear shoes
in the house. For guests, I keep a basket of cute
little pairs of ankle socks (tied with a bow) available in the entry. Our guests pick out a pair, and
the socks are theirs to keep. The silly sock prints
create a fun conversation, as everyone wants to see
what the others are wearing. — Mary A.. Vancouver, Wash,
LEAVING TOYS
Dear Heloise: In our neighborhood, people often
leave perfectly good itematt,hy the street to be picked
up by the trash collector or others who may want
them.
A couple of days ago. I noticed a small pink
tricycle that was just right for my great-granddaughter. It was there the next day. I noticed several
other toys in the driveway that appeared to be for
the same age group. Possibly a 2-year-old had left
her tricycle near the street. I suggest parents teach
their toddlers that they could lose their toys if left
near the street. — Doug J., Denham Springs, La.
WATER USE
Dear Heloise: Another use I might suggest to
conserve water is to store the gallons of water collected after cleaning the refrigerator filter. Put the
water into clean gallon milk jugs and use it in a
room humidifier. — Bruce M.. San Angelo. Texas
HELPFUL HINT
Dear Heloise: I use some over-the-counter medicines. Most have childproof caps with arrows you
line up in advance to help in low light such as
early morning or bedtime. I use a permanent marker on the arrows so it's easy to get the bottles
open regardless of light or glasses. — Steve J. in
Alabama
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Apertures
Test type
Hard at work
Crunch targets
Delicate
Croatia's capital
Building wing
Swamp croaker
"The King and l" heroine
Start of an idea
Word of denial
Pick from the menu
Take it easy
Sine — non
Battleship letters
Mouse-spotting cry
Craze
Mamie's mate
Slugger Williams
Dream up
Ad song
Fellow

Fundamentals
Heart
Exact match
Put on the wall
Machu Picchu native
Equal
"— Miserables"
Young fellow
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Spoil
Greek letters
Antilles resort
Unaccompanied
Highway division
Wily
Neither follower
Mom's mate
Playful mammal
Inquire about
Suit
Not new
Ontario, for one
Inquired
Blase
Dance record
Play division
Mover's truck
Femur's upper end
Strike setting
Blubbers
Knight's weapon
Good judgment
Painter Degas
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dietary sodium leads to fewer
deaths from heart attacks, strokes
and other cardiovascular events
So what should you do? If
you're the 'average person" in the
United States, you should reduce
your daily sodium intake. The
U.S. Centers for Disease Control
and Prevention (CDC) reports that
the average person consumes 3,436
milligrams of sodium each day.
In contrast, the CDC recommends
that no one consume more than
2,300 milligrams (about a teaspoon of salt) per day.
However, if you are 51 years
of age or older, or if you are an
African-American of any age, or
if you have high blood pressure
or diabetes or kidney disease, you
should consume no more than
1,500 milligrams of sodium per
day. That covers the majority of
adults in the US.
Start by paying attention to
how much sodium is in the foods
you eat. You can find this information on food labels. (I've put
a table showing the top 10 food
sources of sodium in the American diet on my website, AskDoctorK.com. Avoid these foods, or
at least go light on them.)
Watch out for hidden sodium.
too. Some foods that are high in
sodium may not taste especially
salty. Examples include breakfast
cereals, bakery muffins, energy
and sports drinks.
Also pay attention to potassium. In contrast to sodium, more
potassium in your diet helps keep
blood pressure in check. Many
fruits and vegetables, like bananas,
oranges and grapefruit, are naturally low in sodium and are good
sources of potassium. The CDC
recommends that people consume
4,700 milligrams of potassium each
day from food (not supplements).

Hints From Heloise
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DEAR ABBY: My 67-yearold mother has vascular dementia and breast cancer. In accordance with her living will and many
conversations we had before the
dementia began, we (Mom, my
sisters and 1) have decided to
forgo treatment. She has been
widowed for 17 years; she watched
her husband -- our father -- die
from cancer. She lives in an excellent health care facility that will
provide her with palliative care
when the time is right.
My question is, how do we
inform people (family and friends)
of her diagnosis and of our treatment plan? Without knowing the
whole story, without having seen
her very recently, it seems everyone has an opinion on what we
"should" do. How do we tell these
people that, while we appreciate
their concern, this is her decision
without hurting their feelings and
our relationships? -- FAMILY
WITH A DILEMMA
DEAR DILEMMA: How do
these unwanted advice givers know
that you do not plan to subject
your mother to treatments that
would only prolong her decline?
If you solicited their opinion, you
made a mistake. If you didn't,
then the last sentence of your letter -- if said kindly -- is an appropriate way to phrase the message.
Your mother's treatment plan
is nobody's business but yours
and your sisters'. If these are her
wishes as stated in her advance
directive for health care, then you
should respect them. To do otherwise would be a betrayal of her
trust.

Today In History

day

held Thursday,
School Library.
5 years of age.
available. To
or, at 270-759-

if you're looking for a long-term
relationship, it's extremely important to take into consideration
qualities that will last.

Lower your blood pressure
by cutting back on salt
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LEARNING
ALL.

MES kindergarteners partner with
MSU computer-aided design class
Then the MSU students went back to
their college classroom and designed a
special toy for their Kindergarten partner," Brown explained.
Brown said that more than 40 hours of
work was contributed to the project by
Ottway's students, as it took over 40
hours for the items to print.
"This experience enhanced our economics unit when discussing producers,
consumers, goods and services," Brown
said."When you see these toys your jaw
will drop at the thought,time and creativity it took for each toy. Many of the 3D
toys have names or initials on them. I was
so impressed and so thankful that our
class was given this opportunity to partner up with this great group of college
students and have this hands on learning
experience that I hope they remember
forever."

Special to the Ledger
Murray Elementary School students in
Kara Brown's Kindergarten class
worked with a Murray State University
computer-aided design class to design a
special 3-D toy.
As a part of the project, students visited the 3-D printer during a 21st century
field trip. After Brown contacted Rudy
Ottway,an MSU Engineering, Graphics
and Design professor, about purchasing
items for her classroom that would
allow her students to create a project.
Ottway then presented an idea that
would involve learning experiences for
both college and kindergarten students.
"When the MSU students came for
their first visit,they met with students one
on one to discuss the kindergartener's
Photo provided
Murray Elementary School students in Kara Brown's kindergarten class pose for a picture with a group of Murray favorite colors, shapes, interests, so on
State University students who helped the children design a special 3-D toy using uniquely tailored computer software. and so forth.

BANKING LESSONS
Eleshia Brandon, from the
Murray Bank, taught reallife lessons by introducing
economics and banking
with 5th Grade students in
Mr. Davenport's Social
Studies class at Southwest
Elementary. 5th Grade students learned banking
vocabulary, wrote checks,
and discussed procedures
for obtaining loans.
Bethany Fister and Laken
McDaniel write their first
check to Mr. Davenport.
Photo provided

Photo provided

ART AWARD: Calloway County High School senior Casey Johnson received first-place for her
drawing "Squares" in the Teen Spirit high school art
competition at the Yeiser Art Center earlier this
month. Johnson is shown receiving her award from
2015 Teen Spirit sponsor Bill Ford of Paducah.
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Federal Employee Program.
If you are a federal employee or retiree with Blue Cross and Blue Shield Service
Benefit Plan insurance coverage you may be eligible for:

Here's how it works:

A pair of Beltone True 3" hearing aids

Fron

44,

for zero out-of-pocket
Your savings on two Beltone True 3- digital hearing aids
Hearing aids

Suggested
Retail

Your
special
price

Apply
your unused
Benefit

You pay

Beltone True 3
ITE, BTE or RIE

$3,720.00

$2,500.00

$2,500.00

S0.00

Your net out-of-pocket on two Beltone True 3' hearing aids =

ZERO!

Beltone True 3"" hearing aids offer six channels, two programs
and wireless connectivity. Choose from In-the-Ear (ITE), Behind-the-Ear (BTE)
or Receiver-In-Ear (RIE) styles,
In addition to Beltone hearing aids, many extra features are included:
Three-year product warranty, with three-year Loss & Damage coverage
Three-year supply of batteries (48 cells per aid per year)
45-day guarantee period
Unlimited office visits and no membership fees - ever!
Plus, you also enjoy the BelCareTM aftercare plan for ongoing care
and service at over 1,500 locations nationwide.

•
•
•
•

Call Beltone at 1-270-796-6044 to schedule your
complimentary hearing screening, today!
S2500 benefit may also be applied to our latest technology, Including our made for IPhonet Instruments.

R.

Call Beltone at
1-270-796-6044
for a complimentary
hearing screening.

Present your l3CBS
Service Benefit Plan
Member ID
card when you arrive.

3

If you need hearing
aids, you'll receive
a special price of
$2,500 per pair
of BeltoneTrue 3
hearing aids.

4

Next, your unused
$2,500 hearing
aid benefit will be
applied,

Eldred Hurley, Hearing Instrument Specialist
1-270-753-9558
707 S. 12th Street
OBeitoner
Murray, KY 42071
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ALL "A* CLASSIC GIRLS SWEET 16: MURRAY vs. PRESENTATION •
WEDNESDAY,JAN. 28, 6:30 P.M. EST • FRANKFORT,KY•
FRANKFORT CONVENTION CENTER

TUESDAY
JANUARY 27,2015
email: sportsenner0111MI

ALL A* CLASSIC BOYS SWEET 16: MURRAY vs. MONROE COUNTY•
THURSDAY,JAN. 29,8 P.M. EST • FRANKFORT, KY •
FRANKFORT CONVENTION CENTER

It takes two to tango
Lady Tigers
confident, ready
for Frankfort

Tigers far from
content with just
an appearance

By EDWARD MARLOWE
Lead Sports Writer

By EDWARD MARLOWE
Lead Sports Writer

For the last three years, The Murray
Lady Tigers (19-2) have been a solid
bet to make camp in Frankfort for the
All "A" Classic state tournament only to be bounced in the first round
each time.
But with each season, a reticence has
slowly faded into a strong and visible
confidence.
This year, there isn't any "we hope
to" or "we'll see what happens" coming from the fourth-consecutive
Region 1 champions.
This year, it's "we will."
"It's going to be different this year,"
head coach Rechelle Turner said
Saturday night after Murray's lopsided
win over Carlisle County. "We're
going up there to do business and represent the region. We're going to go up
there and make a difference and knock
the door down - finally."
The proverbial "door" starts with a
6:30 p.m. (Eastern) Wednesday
Presentation
against
matchup
Academy (11-10)- winners of the 6th
Region All "A" tournament.
Averaging almost 59 points per contest, the Lady Toppers are led by Alex
Hibbs (17 pts./I0 rebs. per game).
Dara Jackson (9 ptsJ4 rebs. per game)
and Amelia Kolb (32 percent from the
arc) - all names Turner said she had
circled in her scouting report.
Most of the iniel received on
Presentation came at the hands of former Murray High graduate and current
UofL dental student Zak Taylor - who
attended one of the Lady Toppers' contests and delivered footage and basic
tendencies to the Lady Tigers.
But while personnel and game plan-

After a near-miss at a trip to the All
"A" state tournament in 2014, the
Murray Tigers (16-6) were able to
take the next step this past weekend
and springboard to Frankfort this
week.
Making the trip to the capital of
Kentucky, however, won't be enough
for this team.
"What's important for these guys to
understand, and I think they do, is that
we're not going up there just to say
that we made it to the state tournament," head coach Bart Flener said
after Saturday's win over Ballard
Memorial."We're going up there with
the mindset of winning it. There's 16
teams, 32 if you count the girls, and
there's nothing keeping Murray High
from coming home with both titles."
Easy for Flener to say - he's already
got an All "A" title notched on his
belt.
In 2001, Flener helmed a Glasgow
team armed with a junior in former
Mr. Kentucky basketball Brandon
Stockton, and the longtime skipper
said he hopes he can relate with his
players the challenges ahead in what
can be a grueling tournament.
"Anytime you've been before, you
can make comparisons," he said. "At
Glasgow we had the focus, and players knew the task at hand. It was all
very 'player-driven' and they knew
•
they wanted to make a run."
Murray's path to its first-ever All
"A" state championship begins
against the Monroe County Falcons
(19-2) - a team Flener likened in a
positive way to Crosstown rival
Calloway County (19-2).

IN See LADY TIGERS, 2B

Photos by EDWARD MARLOWE / Ledger & Times

From top left clockwise: Macey Turley (5) and Alexis Burpo (32) work the fastbreak during their championship game against Carlisle County. James Boone (23) returned to full minutes during the All "A" tournament and proved why Murray is better with him on the floor. Maddie Waldrop celebrates following their
championship win last Saturday. Head coach Bart Flener instructs his team moments before tipoff.

MSU RIFLE

•See TIGERS, 2B

MSU MEN'S BASKETBALL

Rifle closes regular season with huge win
Tessa Howald led the squaded Estes shot an 1172 total to beat
posted its highest score in over
with a career-high 586, his previous mark by two and
shooters
six years with a 2329, beating its
Emme and Ben Sam Harris finished with an
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"We put
the qualifier, the nation's top
training and it paid off," said second-highest score of the 583, respectively, who rounded eight teams and selected indihead coach Alan Lollar. "This weekend. Harris posted a 97 and out the scoring for the Racers.
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THE SUPER BOWL

By BARRY WILNER
AP Pro Football Writer
CHANDLER. Ariz. (AP) —
New England Patriots owner
Robert Kraft demanded an apology from the league once the
Patriots are found to be not
guilty of breaking any rules
regarding using under-inflated
footballs in the AFC championship game.
A conclusion Kraft is certain
will occur.
In an unscheduled statement,
Kraft strongly defended his
team's actions and integrity
Monday night.
"I believe unconditionally that
the New England Patriots did
nothing wrong in this process
that was in violation of NFL
rules," Kraft said at the team's
first media availability in
Arizona.
"If the (Ted) Weals investiga-

sounding angry.
"I'm disappointed in the way
this entire matter has been handled and reported upon. We
expect hard facts rather than circumstantial leaked evidence to
drive the conclusion of this
investigation."
The NFL has said evidence
shows the Patriots used underinfla.ted footballs during the first
half of the AFC title game victory over Indianapolis. The league
is,still determining why the balls
were underinflated.
NFL Executive Vice President
Jeff Pash and Ted Wells of the
law firm of Paul Weiss are leadMARK HUMPHREY / AP Photo ing the probe.
New England Patriots owner Robert Kraft reads a stateWells was the investigator in
ment during a news conference Monday, Jan. 26, 2015.
the Miami Dolphins bullying
scandal and has said the current
tion is not able to definitively gize to our entire team, and in investigation could last a while.
determine that our organization particular to coach (Bill)
Belichick and Brady followed
tampered with the air pressure in Belichick and Tom Brady, for Kraft to the podium,but basicalthe footballs, I would expect and what they've had to endure this
I/ See KRAFT,28
hope the league would apolo- week," Kraft added, at times

AUSTIN RAMSEY / Ledger & Times

For the fourth timJ this season, Murray State sophomore
point guard Cameron Payne was named OVC Player of
the Week for his strong play at SIUE and EIU.

Payne named OVC
Player of the Week
Murray State sophomore
Cameron Payne was named the
Ohio Valley Conference Player
of the Week Monday in a vote of
the league's sports information
directors, which marked his
fourth of the season.
The !liars have won six OVC
weekly honors this season with
Payne's four and two from team-

mate Jarvis Williams.
The OVC Preseason Player of
the Year helped the Racers push
their winning streak to 15 with
wins at Eastern Illinois (Jan. 22)
and SIUE (Jan. 24). Payne had a
career-high 33 points on 12-of20 shooting (3-of-5 3-pointers)
in handing EIU is first
Conference loss of the season.
N Sot PAYNE, 213
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MSU TENNIS

Racer Tennis wins 7-0 over Mercer

%tpa23°aD
Sponsored by

Stuart Alexander
1702 Hwy 121 North Bypass
Murray. Kentucky
stuart.alexancleiraikyfb.corn

VO

The Murray State women's
tennis squad came away with a
7-0 win Saturday against the
Mercer Bears in a match played
at the Goodfriend Tennis Center
in Knoxville,Tenn.
The weekend was a good start
to the spring season after MSU
had battled Tennessee earlier in
the day.
"I am very happy with the
way we played this weekend,"
said MSU Head Coach Jorge
Caetano. "Opening the season
against an SEC school is always
tough and Tennessee is possibly
the toughest opponent we will

(270)753-4703
'tPo eoT

11

•

•

NBA Glance
Monday's Game
Portland at Brooklyn, ppd., snow
Sacramento at New York, ppd.. snow
New Orleans 99, Philadelphia 74
Oklahoma Crty 92, Minriesota 84
Memphis 103. Orlando 94
Boston 99, Utah 90
L A Clippers 102. Denver 98

Tuesday's Games
Toronto at Indiana, 7 p m.
Milwaukee at Miami, 730 pm.
Cleveland at Detroit 730 P.m.
Memphis at Dallas. 8:30 p.m
Chicago at Golden State. 10:30 p.m.
Washington at LA Lakers, 1030 p.m.

Wednesday's Games
Detroit at Philadelphia. 7 p.m
Pprtland at Cleveland, 7 pm
Sacramento at Toronto, 7.30 p.m
Denver at New Orleans. 8 p.m.

Dallas at Houston. 8 p.m.
Boston at Minnesota. 8 p.m.
Brooklyn at Atlanta. 8p m.
Oklahoma City at New York. 8p m
Charlotte at San Antonio, 830 p m
LA Clippers at Utah. 9 pm
Washington at Phoenix, 10 30 p m

•Kraft...

•Payne...
From Page 1B
He added 22 points at SIUE and
scored 27.5 per game for the
week. He was 21-of-41 from the
field for 51 percent and was 63
percent from the 3-point line on
7-of-11 shots.
Payne is 28th in the nation
with his 19.2 scoring average
and he's 17th in assists per game
with 5.9.
With 976 points, Payne is on
the doorstep of becoming the
41st member of the MSU 1000Point Club.
He is also on the watch lists
for the Bob Cousy and Lou

1

was a winner 6-1,6-2.
The Racers get back to action
at home Saturday against
Alabama A&M and Lindsey
Wilson. The matches will be
contested at 1 p.m. and 6 p.m. at
Kenlake State Park.
Murray State 7, Mercer 0
Doubles
Eleonore
1.
Tchakarova/Verginie
Eskauriatza won her match 6- Tchakarova (Murray) vs Grace
Eleonore Korta/Xandra Fougner (Mercer)
0, 6-1, while
Tchakarova posted her win 7-5, 5-3, unfinished
2. Andrea Eskauriatza/Nancy
6-4. Nancy Karaky lost only two
(Murray) def. Roxy
Karaky
win
sets
straight
her
games in
and Verginie Tchakarova scored Bartz/Haley Powell (Mercer) 6a shutout in her match. Megan 4
3. Erin Patton/Alena Vasileva
Blue won 7-5, 6-3 and Patton

face this year but we put ourselves in position of winning the
match. We really played well
against a Mercer team that has
experience and is well coached."
Against Mercer, the Racers
took the doubles point when
Andrea Eskauriatza and Nancy
Karaky won 6-4 and Erin Patton
and Alena Vasileva won 6-1.

From MSU ATHLETICS

Henson awards. The Cousy
Award identifies the best point
guard in the nation, while the
Henson Award goes to the best
mid-major player.
MSU OVC Player of the Week
Awards
11-24-14
Jarvis Williams
12-08-14
Cameron Payne
12-15-14
Cameron Payne
12-29-14
Cameron Payne
01-12-15
Jarvis Williams
01-26-15
Cameron Payne
The Racers (17-4, 7-0 OVC)
are at home Thursday against
Eastern Kentucky. The game
will air at 8 p.m. on ESPNU.

•Lady Tigers...

From Page 1B
ly left any comments on the
investigation to their boss.
When asked if he was upset by
the accusations and jokes of
which he was the subject. Brady
said: "I've moved past those initial feelings and I want to move
forward."
But moving away from the
deflated footballs theme will be
particularly difficult on Tuesday,
which is media day, when just
about any question has been fair
game in the past.
So Kraft came out swinging
before then with a speech tinged
with emotion — and fire.

REAL PROPERTY PROFESSIONALS

•\\ I KNOW
REAl. ESTA-FE
2211 Quail Creek Drive
This amazing new construction home is days away from
completion! This 3 bedroom. 2 bathroom brick home boasts
over 1,600 SqFt on a spacious lot ins quiet neighborhood!
Quality abounds in this home; granite countertops, tile and
laminate flooring, and so much more, Do not let this one get
away! MLS /79929 $189,900

270.753.9999

See this house and many more

Ryan
er

Nlichael
Stanger

at vvvvw.sbgproperty.com

B_ BOLLDD
EAR GO

Pack 'The Bank'
for the ESPNU televised game!
Thursday,
January 29th

Liza
def.
(Murray)
Klyachkin/Laura Kelly (Mercer)
6-1
Singles
I. #124 Andrea Eskauriatza
(Murray) def. Grace Korta
(Mercer)6-0,6-I
Tchakarova
Eleonore
2.
(Murray) def. Xandra Fougner
(Mercer) 7-5,6-4
3. #I06 Nancy Karaky
(Murray) def. Laura Kelly
(Mercer)6-1,6-I
Tchakarova
Verginie
4.
(Murray) def. Haley Powell
(Mercer) 6-0,6-0
5. Megan Blue (Murray) def.
Roxy Bartz (Mercer) 7-5,6-3

-II
E="71

Men vs. EKU at 8:00 PM

From Page 1B
fling will be critical as the time
for tip-off nears. Turner said
there is little reason for her
team to deviate from their playing style - as the team plans to
continue their five keys and
play more within themselves
and less on what other teams try
to do.
Murray averages 45 percent
from the field on the season,
while Presentation has been
inconsistent - shooting just 33
percent through 21 games while
allowing 58 points per contest
behind a zone defense.
"We just need to do what we
need to do," Turner continued
Monday morning. "I feel like
the effort and attention to detail
has been great up to this point.
Certain players will be identified and made aware to the kids,
but we just have to continue on
the things we do each game."
The Lady Tigers have consisanywhere
played
tently
between nine and 11 players in
every game this season - opening with Elizabeth Grogan,
Macey
Waldrop,
Maddie
Turley, Kayleigh House and
Hannah Clark before resorting

to Lex Mayes, Lily Ramey,
Alexis Burpo, Grace Campbell
and Morghen Turley for effective minutes off the pine.
House - who languished on
the bench last season with a
stomach bug during Murray's
68-66 20T loss to Trimble
County in the first round echoed Turner's confidence in
this week's gameplan, and said
she is more than ready to take a
crack at the 16-team field.
"It's going to take our full
attention and all of the effort
that we have in practice," she
said. "We know that we have
the potential to go far in this
state tournament, and we've
just got to do what we've been
doing, have confidence, do our
'five keys' that (Turner) always
tells us and we will get it done."
Waldrop - Murray's leading
scorer and rebounder - was all
smiles Saturday night after
helping wrestle down the championship for a fourth-straight
season.
And despite three-straight
high-margin wins in Region 1
tournament play, Waldrop said
the task at hand is far from over.
"It's such an honor to play on
a good team and get to play

with all of these girls and get to
go back to Frankfort," she said.
"We've really been focusing on
knocking the door finally and
preparing to get over the hump
of always losing the first round.
"This year we're going to get
it done."
Maybe.
words?
Bold
Unwarranted? Hardly. This is a
team packing all the way
through Sunday morning.
Turner said her team is playing the best basketball of the
season - as evidenced by averaging nearly 74 points per game
since late December and usually limiting teams to less than 40
points.
Though the sting of threestraight early exits still quietly
looms, Turner and her team are
shutting out the noise - keying
on team depth and focusing on
representing Region I basketball.
"This team is one of the better
teams in the state, and this is
their chance to prove it," she
said. "We want to represent
Region 1. not just the school.
and prove that we have good
basketball down here.
"We'll take that burden."
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•Tigers...
From Page 1B
Senior-laden and effective,
the Falcons are bolstered by a
host of Geralds - Dillon (17.3
points/9.5 reb.), John (9.5
points/I .3 reb.) and Skyler (6.7
points/4 reb.) - while Gibril
Summers (10.1 points) and
Lincoln Arnett (10 points) provide most of the firepower for a
team offense that shoots around
47 percent from the field and
38 percent from downtown.
Much like the Tigers, the
Falcons are willing to play up
and down the floor. Flener
added, as they do their very
best to spread the floor with
seven or eight different guys
and "make you pay."
Finally healthy, though.
Murray will counter with a
strong rotation of James
Boone, Tandyn Sheppard, Tre
Hornbuckle, Preston English,
Bryant Foster, Des'jahvonni
Miles, Zach Flener, Ethan
Clark, Duane Curtis and
Jumonte McClure to try an offset a balanced Falcons attack.
At least 13 players on the
Tigers' roster have seen action
in 20-plus games this season.
The Tigers come into this
Thursday averaging 66 points

per contest and allowing just
54, while shooting 46 percent
from the field and 39 percent
from the arc.
The Falcons' lone kryptonite.
however, may come at the
charity stripe, as the team hits
just 55 percent of their free
throws, and Flener said while
his team won't gameplan for a
foul-fest, a narrow margin late
be the difference
could
between a missed and made
freebie.
A critical reason Murray was
so successful this past week in
All "A" Region. however, was
Boone, and Flener said his
modesty was admirable - but
that there is no doubt the team
is better with him in the lineup
full-time.
"He's just a differencemaker." Flener added. "He's
such a challenge to guard. He
can shoot the three and spread
the floor or drive in space, and
we like our lineup with him in
it...
The lanky junior guard with a
shooters' touch - who had 18
Ballard
against
points
Memorial - said the team
would need some of its best
practices to date in order to

succeed in Frankton, as it was
tough practices last week that
pushed them over the hump last
Saturday.
"We were focused, came in
with that mindset and we won."
he added.
Flener said the biggest focus
in practice hasn't been matchup
or execution-related - it's been
all about mindset.
Feeling like they have something to prove, the team will
sport T-shirts with the popular
slogan: Why Murray? Why
not?
"Last week we talked about
that 'believing is seeing,"
Flener added. "We've got to
believe and then see it, instead
of 'seeing is believing.'
"We had that mentality at
region, and we plan to take it
with us to state."
in
play
to
Scheduled
Frankfort Thursday at 8 p.m.
EST, the boys will depart from
Murray High School early
Wednesday afternoon in order
to make the girls game and support them in their quest for an
All "A" state title.
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THE ACTION
DOESN'T STOP
THERE!

Must be fit
Holiday I
Hwy 641 r

MU

LE

Home
3 mo.
6 mo.-1 yr....-.

Saturday,
January 31st

Rest a

Purvral

Women vs, UT MarOn
at

47.A

5.00 P'

lita
lbsighimmosad Pismo 110ea4fl

Men vs, UT Martin
at 7,00 P1,1
TICKET OFFICE:
270-809-3000

GoR ACER S.com

Dozen Roses
Fiefikilar $.. • •Pre-Order $67.50
1/2 Dozen Roses
Regdar /.50•Pre-Order $33 75

MURRAY STATE
RACERS

Choose from Triple Rose or Carnation Bud Vase
with
1 Pound of Homemade Chocolate Covered Toffee
by Amy's Sweet Treats

Roses & Candy - $30• Carnations & Candy - $20
- FREE DELIVERY IN MURRAY -

11 Check Out Beans to Blossoms and

Amy's Sweet Treats on Facebook!
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CLASSIFIEDS

Liza
(Mercer)

DEADLINES

aunatza
• Kona

ADJUSTMENTS
Monday
Smart Sayer
Tuesday
Wednesday
Thursday

akarova
Fougner
Karaky
a Kelly

FittOun
Fri.9 a.m.
Mon.9 a.m.
Mon.12 p.m.
Tut 1p.m.
Wed.12
Thur.12p.rn.

Fmk!
Saturday

akarova
Powell

CLASSIFIED AD RATES ,A1
.
6.11b
l)1'

\N

Call

\I

$8.50 Column Inch,60% Discount 2nd Run,
40% Discount 3rd Run.
All 3 Ads Must Run Within 6 Day Period I
$3.35 per column inch extra for Monday (Shopping Guide)
1 1\1 \ 1 ).-.

Nick Peach
Murray Ledger & Times
Classified Manager

$8.25 First Day - 20 words or less- Over 20 words $50 each
Additional Consecutive Days: $.12 per word per day.
.335 extra for Smart Saver(Mon. Classifieds go into Smart Saver)
The publisher maintains the right to reject or edit ary submitted n•

for all your
classified needs.

r

To Place An Ad Or Yard Sale Call (270) 753-1916, email
classified@murrayledger.com or stop by our
office at 1001 Whitnell Ave. — Office Hours: Monday-Friday
8:00 a.m.-5:00 p.m. • Fax:(270) 753-1927 VISA
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Papa Smurf
Storage
1st Month tree!
.New Climate Contro'
Available
.2417 Surveillance
•Pest Control
Hwy 94 East
270-978-1400 or

270-485-6122
THE Murray Ledger &
Times
considers
its
sources reliable, but inaccuracies
do
occur
Readers using this infor
nation do so at their own
nsk Although persons and
companies
mentioned
herein are believed to be
reputable, The Murray
Ledger & Times, nor any of
its employees accept any
responsibility whatsoever
for their activities
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Looking For A Career?
Legacy Oxygen & Home Care Equipment
has an opening for an Customer Service
Coordinator with outstanding people skills.

Responsibilities include servicing walk in
patients in our office and also deliveries to
homes. Computer and Healthcare
knowledge a plus, but not required. We
will train. Competitive salary and benefits
provided. Please send resume to:
924 S. 12th St. Murray, KY. 42071.

Henry County Medical Center
PO Box 1030
Pans, TN 38242
731-644-8472
cowen@hcmc-tri,org
Equal Opportunity Empkyer

Green Acres Health Care is seeking a
Registered Nurse for the position of MDS
Nurse. Interested applicants should send a

I am looking for an

resume to Tern Humes, Administrator at
402 West Farthing St. Mayfield, KY 42066 or

energetic and dilligent person who
can keep recoords
of calls/emails from
Clients and customers, communicate effectively, document related
issues. This is a
flexible position students and others
can apply send
resume to
andersonjohn 1 50@
qmail.com

have someteam will
the popular
ray? Wh),

email to thumes@greenacreshealthcare.com.

When accessing the
"help wanted" section
on our classifieds
webpage at
murrayledgercom.
you will be redirected
Ii) jobnetwork.corn.
By default,
Murray and local job
listings will appear on
this website.
However, as a national
website, not all listings
on the jobnetwork.com
are placed through
the Murray Ledger
& Times. Please call
us if you have any
questions regarding
the Murray area
job listings. Thank you.
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NOW Hiring
Front Desk. Apply in
person only.
Must be flexible.
Holiday Inn Express
Hwy 641 N. Murray

060
Help Wanted
General
Contracto
and builder looking fo
secretary (will train
Office half mile from
Murray.Good pay and
working conditions. Ask
for Joe. 270-752-3290
Help Wanted
L&M Lawn Service
Must have experience
with zero turn mowers.
Call 270-227-0611
HELP Wanted Pt/Ft
Murray Sewing Center
knowledge of sewing.
942-AS. 12th Street
Murray, KY
270-759-8400
LEGAL Assistant needed in small busy
Murray office. Please
submit Resume to:
111 South 4th
Street, Murray
PARIS Healthcare &
Rehabilitation
800 Volunteer Dr.
Paris, TN 38242
731-642-2535
is hiring RN, LPN &
Certified Nursing
Assistants.
Seeking general
caretaker approx. 4Hrs
a day with references.
Cell 270-293-8004
Home 270-753-8004

Subscriptions
I
3 mo. _......$75.0S II

Money Order

Visa

M/C

1

NURSING OPPORTUNITIES
Parkview Nursing and
Rehabilitation Center in
Paducah
CHARGE NURSE RN / LPN
Full-time
positions
available for all shifts.
Must be a Kentuckylicensed nurse. Longterm care experience
preferred. We
offer great pay and
benefits in a team-ohented environment
Cindy Ivy
270-443-6543
270442-3312 Fax
544 Lone Oak Rd.
Paducah, KY 42003
Cynthia_lvy@LCCA.co

St Address

EOE/M/FN/D -55317

Went to Buy
"ANTIQUES". gas, oil
& soda signs, pump,
military. Call Larry
270-753-3633
CASH FOR GOOD
USED REFRIGERATORS.
STOVES,
HEATERS, AIR CONDITIONERS,
CARPETING, ETC.
270-753-4109

160
Home Furnishings
PILLOW Top Mattress
sets. New in Plastic.
Queen $195.00
Full $185.00
King $385.00
270-293-4121
Can Deliver
220

Musical
Gibson Guitar Gospel
$3500.00
270-753-6942

Zip

NOW LEASING
1, 2 & 3bedroom Apts.
We accept Section
8 vouchers.
Apply at Mur-Cal Apts.
902 Northwood Dr
Monday,
Wednesday, Friday.
Phone 759-4984.
Equal Housing
Opportunity
TDD $711
VERY nice 4BR, 2BA,
newly remodeled, New
appliances & fixtures
throughout. Coleman
Real Estate
.270-753-9698

Murray Ledger & Times
P.O. Box 1040
Murray,KY 42071
Or call(no 763-1918

NEW Mobile Home for
rent. 2 bedroom, 2
bath, stove, ref ngerator, washer, dryer,
microwave, Garbage
pickup,
lawncare
included. NO pets or
smoking. $650.00
270-227-2441
270-227-2443.
Nice 2BR mobile home
No Pets 270-753-9866
320
Apartments For Rent
1 OR 2br apts. near
downtown
Murray.
Lease and deposit
required.
270-753-4109.
2BR,2 full bath duplex,
all appliances & washer & dryer, cable &
water
furnished.
$650/month. 104 Park
St.753-2225.
2BR, Apts & Duplexes
Avail. through
Coleman RE.
Contact our office for
more info. 270-7539898

Calloway Gardens
Essex Downs
Apartments
1BR from $345
2BR from $375
270-753-8556
1505 Duiguid Drive
TDD 1-800-545-1813 est 233
Tko Ifunrunon sJfl equal
Ct opportunm provrier
and employer

3 Br House Near
McDonalds
Newly Remodled
404-514-8329
3bd, 1 ba, all appliances and w/d, large
lot, some storage, pets
possible w/deposit. 3mi
south, 396 Midway Rd,
Murray. 270-759-4556
3BR furnished lake
home.
No
pets.
References required.
$900/month Coleman
RE 270-753-9898
38R, 1BA, $650 per
month Call
270-978-1400 or
270-987-0742
House For Rent. 6m;
East of Murray. 38R
1BA 270-293-1747
Large Brick House 2
Story 4BR, 28A,
all appliances, garage,
C/I-f/A $850/mo plus
deposit. 270-227-3250
Very nice 3BR home.
Appliances and carport.
No
pets.
References required.
Coleman RE
270-753-9898

Murray

*Eyeglasses
:C
E
;
, tgzase
;

759-2500

murrayerscare.COill

Call NICKI PEACH
at 270-753-1916 and place your ad today!
530

A&F Warehousing
Near MSU $20-50
753-7668

Murray Ledger & Times Fair
Housing Act Notice
All real estate advertised herein
vs sub*ct to the Federal Fair
Housing Act whidi makes it
illegal to advertise any preference, limitation or discnininanon based on race, color, religion, sex, handicap, familial status or national ongm, or intention to make any such preferences, limitations or discnntinahon.
State laws forbid disaumnation
in the sale, rental or advertising
of real estate based on tactors in
addition to those protected
under federal law
We will knowmgly accept any
advertising for real estate which
is not in violation of the law All
persons are hereby informed
that all dwellings advertised are
available on an equal opportunity basis
For further assistance with Fair
Housing Advertising requiremerits, contact NAA Counsel
Rene P Mdam,(703)648-1000

G&C
STORAGE and
PROPANE
-11'9,E. Main
(270) 753-6266
Cell: (270) 293-4183
9 a.m. - 4 p.m. M-F
.i&L RENTALS
MINI-STORAGE
720 S. 4TH ST.
S. &Glendale-

(270) 436-2524
PREMIER
MINISTORAGE
-Inside climate control
storage
•Secunty alarmed
'Safe & clean
•We sell boxes!
•We rent U-Hauls.
753-9600.

440
Lots For Sale
UTILITYS in Place
$9,500
270-753-6012

'Sunbury
sittple s
.
le ovary snit, ,
$91111n9, my*/
rentodelati.

15 Acres in Country on
Elm Grove Rd. 5 Miles
North of Murray, lots of
woods, 3,500.00 an
acre. 270-978-0270
Homes For Sale

Space for Rent
325Sq Ft 1411 Olive
Byd across from MSU.
Furnished as Salon.
Space
can
be
changed.
Good for boutiques,
shops, etc.
270-994-8041
380
Pets &Supplies

-Owner Finance"
Lake House Hamlin
Newly Redone paint.
In/Outside New Floors
New Water Heater
Quiet, $2500 Down
$495 Monthly Plus Ins
Ruthie 270-753-2222

Services Offered

HOLLAND

Greg Mansfield

MOTOR SALES
We Finance
• ollandmotorsales corn
270-753-4461

Garage Door
Sales & Maintenance
6" Continuous Gutters

USED TIRES

Greet Hometoinn Service
Dor '1 sp.ncl your money out a
slate keep
(270) 293-8480

14. 15 16 inch

Starting at S20
mounted

Call 753-5606

203 N 6th St Murray KY
270-759- 7799
Your Hometown source
for Quality Tempco
Replacement Windows

Services Offered

Hill Electric
Since 1986
Residential &
Commercial
Licensed & Insured
All jobs - big or
small

Irtearar
MASTfill
CONSTTOCTION
'Additions
'Remodeling
-Complete Masonry

753-9562
sA Viw.hillelectric.com

(270)293-1421
(270)293-1753

A.G.S. Well &
Irrigation

Real Tree Building

We// Drilling
Well Pump Service
Residential,4
Agricultural
Chris Tucker
270-293-4406

Decks • Garages
Additions • Porches
Buildings • New & Old
441 Charley MillerRd.
Almo, KY

*

Chad Lyons
270-227-6357

FRAME'S
TREE
SERVICE
& DEBRIS REMOVAL

PRESCOTT
ROOFING
Over 28 Years
Experience

New 2-4
Bedroom homes in
RIverfleld Estates
SBG Real Property
Professionals
293-7872

Ron Frame
(270) 227-3140
(270) 474-0323

Zach 270-873-7/00
David 270-227-1106
AL6b/Var2/7/axtbladed

Country Setting 8 Miles
North of Murray, 3BR,
2BA, Brick
home,
w/basement, sunroom,
hardwood floors, on 70
acres.
Underfence
w/bam, water year
around. 270-978-0270

FUTRELL'S
TREE SERVICE
•Trimming
•Removal
*Stump Grinding

HILL SEPTIC
PUMPING

DOG
Obedience
glendhenmere.com
(270)436-2858.

AUS11N Auction
Service
All types Auction
Benton, KY
270-705-4859

Auto Pens

*Licensed & Insured

IN}

in

"Firewood
'Insured

(270)489-2839
94.

Hill Appliance
Repair
Serving
West Kentucky

Jason Hill

a:

Call :)70 7!13 1911;
111(1 ack hii Nit li
1,1!otp,

Phone:

,

Thank you for your business!

Ili

Run a Valentine's Day ad
for someone special!

Name.

•

Nick McClure-Owner

753-9224

Cover olf

38Fi,1BA, $650 per
month plus deposit.
270-978-1400
2 or 38R Houses
Lease & Deposit
Required
270-753-4109
nicholsent.com
/properties

Place your Business
Ad with us today!
Call Nicki for
pricing and get your ad
started! 270-753-1916

Directo—
u

Camp Septic Cleaning of Murray 45C4 Eyecare Specialties
Residential & Commercial
Dr. Kevin Adams
308 S. 12th

um

1
1
1
1

1

KEY RECYCLING
1990 STATE ROUTE 121 SOUTH
270-759-9694

Message.

1
1

Mail this coupon with payment to.

0
&9

BUY/NG, BUY/NG, BUYING
Wrecked, running and non-running
autos, batteries, and all aluminum

IOXIO's & 10i15's

Picture and 15 words: 12
Love Line:'10

I Daytime

•

(270) 753-1713

LifeCareCareers.com

I Name_

1

WARD-ELKINS

BUSINESS & SERVICE DIRECTOR*

2BR, 28A. all appliances plus yard work.
270-227-5173.

IS1

6sie.—,84.00 6 mo.--$96.011 I
1 yr...---$128.110 1 yr.
1

I City
1
State

LARGE
SELECTION

Please fill this out and return
to the Murray Lodger & Times.

---.1145
Other Mall.4.1I
All

Rest of KY/TN

I Check

Appliances

Nice, Large, Duplex.
28R, 1.5BA, large utility, with W/D, garage,
$725/mo. $725/dep.
Lynn Grove
270-227-1743

HAZEL, 3BR, 2BA
C/H/A 270-492-8526
Help Wanted

Home Delivery
Local Mail
3 mo.
430.00
$30.00
6 mo. ..........&55.00 3 mo....1 yr. ----.5105.00 6 too.

3

FOR Sale 60 Used rail
road ties. $2.00 each.
618-315-2475

060

LEDGER &TIMES

Purvear & Buchanan)

Articles
For Sale

NICE
2
bedroom
Duplex W/ carport,
appliances NO pets,
1yr lease
270-227-7414

Applicants may also apply in person.

DISCLAIMER

:lked about
. seeing,—
've got to
e it. instead
ng.'
entality at
n to take it

150

605 [South 12th St

We offer excellent benefits, a competitive salary
package Interested candidates should apply online at
www hcmc-tn org or you can apply in person

Administrative
Assistant
Needed

:gest focus
.n matchup
- it's been

NEW apartment in
Hazel. $550.00/mo.
plus deposit all utilities
included.
270-492-8211

USED APPLIANCE'S

MDS NURSE

came in
d we won,"

CASH paid for
good, used guns.
Benson Sporting
Goods, 519S. 12th,
Murray.

Must be a registered nurse, licensed to work in
Tennessee New grads are welcome.

Help %Vented

, as it was
week that
hump last

320
Apertments kr Rent

REGISTERED NURSES
Henry County Medical Center is seeking Registered
Nurses to loin our progressive Nursing Department
Current openings in the orthopedic and the observation
units Full-Time and Part-Time positions and flexible
schedules are available

060

rden."

Went to Buy

Help Wanted

Notice

Maybe.
. This is a
the way
ing.
is playall of the
• by averper game
Ind usualss than 40

play

Advertisers are requested to
check the first insertion of
their ads for any error.
Murray Ledger & Times
will be responsible for only
one incorrect insertion.
Any error should be reported
immediately so corrections
can be made.

94)_

(270)226-0194
Service on all
major brands
I icertsed & Insured

YOUR AD
COULD RE
HERE FOR
ONLY $75.00
A MONTH
CALL 753-1916

EXCAVATION
&TRUCKING
All Your Septic Needs
Installation
& Repair
Dirt, Gravel,
White Rock,
Sand, & Mulch

(270)293-,686
KEKR/CKYLAKE
REMOOEUNG.COM
Home Improvements
•Beth J Kitchen
Drywall. Painting.
Plumbing, Floonng. Decks
Wnsured
Chcm
,
ni
•Frve Estimates
'Wender Of Artgoes Lest

270-436-5959
A-1 Lamb Tree Pro
bc/Ins. 270-753-Tree
(8733)

CLASSIFIEDS

48 • Tuesday, January 27, 2015

Cd117 2`
Gallimore
Electrical Contractors, LLC
lelesirli/Csounrcidassidesilai
lames C.lialkeers
WWW.GECMURRAY.COM

ON BEA

I

MINI
STORAGE
4111
Units11111

14/7 Surveillance •Electricity
Now Have 80 Cikneee Control Unite

812 Widen* Ave.

LEI
CONSISTENCY
U.
ONLY $75.1111
PEN MONTI.
CALL
CLASSIFIED
ANTEETISINS
FON RETAILS
(17O) 713-1111S.

Murray Ledger & Time,

SUDOKU

4

3

Make us a
part of your
daily routine...
and
don't
miss a
beat!

GARLANE
RENTAL
if you've got it, we can store It"
For all your storage convenience
Choose from our 3 locations:
• Murray SVe & Lock - 1611 N. 12th St.
• MBCAtorage - 1900 N. 12th St.
Lights, Electricity, and 24/7 Surveillance
• Garland Rental Boat & Mini Storage - Hwy 94E
All sizes available, call today
to reserve your storage unit

ubscribe
today
753-1916

5

3

6

7
2. 3

Dr. Stephanie Hutchison
urray Woman's Clinic is

leased to announce the
addition of Dr. Stephanie
Hutchison to our practice.
Dr. Hutchison is
experienced in obstectrics
& gynecology with special
training in the latest
surgicial techniques.

She is currently

Paiyeal
and is Arefii-my
Ail oviinvitt

5 26 4 37
1 386 29
49785 1
7 115 2 6 4
98T4 3 7 5
263 1 98
8'4 2 5 1 3
359 746
6 7 1 98 2

2

L

9

6

.„

Difficu ty Level **
Selling your
HOME?
Call us, we'll be
glad to help.
Murray Ledger &
Times

c me 'n I p y

campaign in Syria. U.S.
Secretary of State John Kerry
declared it would be "morally
very difficult" not to help
Kobani.
The U.S.-led air assault
began Sept. 23, with Kobani the
target of about a half-dozen
airstrikes on average each day,
and often more. More than 80
percent of all coalition airstrikes
in Syria have been in or around
the town. At one point in
October, the U.S. air dropped
bundles of weapons and medical
supplies for Kurdish fighters —
a first in the Syrian conflict.
Analysts, as well as Syrian
and Kurdish activists, credit the
air campaign and the arrival in
October of heavily armed
Kurdish peshmerga fighters
from Iraq, who neutralized the
Islamic State group's artillery
advantage, for bringing key
areas of Kobani under Kurdish
control.
Nassan said U.S.-led coalition strikes became more
intense in the past few days,

41.

1 89
457
263
398
6 2 1
745
9 76
8 1 2
534
011•13•41s.••

your

verge of defeat," said Nassan,
speaking from Turkey near the
Syrian border. "Their defenses
have collapsed and its fighters
have fled."
In September, Islamic State
fighters began capturing some
300 Kurdish villages near
Kobani and thrust into the town
itself, occupying nearly half of
it. Tens of thousands of refugees
spilled across the border into
Turkey.
By October, Islamic State
control of Kobani was so widespread that it even made a propaganda video from the town featuring a captive British photojournalist, John Cantlie, to convey its message that Islamic
State fighters had pushed deep
U.S.-led
despite
inside
airstrikes.
The town, whose capture
would have given the jihadi
group control of a border crossing with Turkey and open direct
lines between its positions along
the border, quickly became a
centerpiece of the U.S.-led air

5
9

4

Islamic State group nearly pushed out of Syria's Kobani
BEIRUT (AP) — Kurdish
fighters backed by intense U.S.led airstrikes pushed the Islamic
State group almost entirely out
of the Syrian town of Kobani on
Monday, marking a major loss
for extremists whose hopes for
easy victory dissolved into a
bloody, costly siege that seems
close to ending in defeat.
Fighters raised a Kurdish
flag on a hill in the border town
near Turkey that once flew the
Islamic State group's black banner. It represents a key conquest
both for the embattled Kurds
and the U.S.-led coalition,
whose American coordinator
had predicted that the Islamic
State group would "impale
itself on Kobani.
The Britain-based Syrian
Observatory for Human Rights
and senior Kurdish official
Idriss Nassan said the Islamic
State group had been nearly
expelled, with some sporadic
fighting on the eastern edges of
the town.
"The Islamic State is on the

4

7

2

YOUR AD
COULD BE
HERE FOR
ONLY $75.00
A MONTH
CALL 753-1916

Tridiy

all I

270-753-2905

6

3
2

Answer to previous puzzle

8

6

5

1

6
MOSS*
Ask about our
Olsolav ad
IINK4015
for all your
advertising
needs.
753-1918

By Dave Green

Concepts SudoKu

(270)759-0890
Murray Ledger a Times

94 gnd *Oh
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numbers 1 to
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and each
each
9 in the empty squares so INN eadt rowonCa The calttculty
level
only
number
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ot the Concaves SUdOkli MINION horn Monday to Sunday

Horoscope

by Jacqueline Bigar

HAPPY BIRTHDAY for Wednesday,Jan. 28, 2015:
This year you often feel as if others stop you in your tracks. You will
experience obstacles, but you also will learn how to bypass them.
You need to listen to your inner voice. If you are single, you are
likely to meet someone who could be your soul mate at any point
this year. You will be clearly understood by this person. If you are
attached, you and your sweetie see your bond strengthen this year.
You also might go through a period of wanting different goals.
Don't worry about this disparity; it will work itself out. GEMINI
always makes you smile.

The Stars Show the Kind of Day You'll Have: 5-Dynamic; 4helping Kurdish fighters in their Positive; 3-Average; 2-So-so; 1-Difficult
final push toward Islamic State
group positions on the southern ARIES(March 21-April 19)
**** Your practical side will keep you anchored in the morning. By
and eastern edges of the town.
imagination will add zest to any concept that
The U.S. Central Command the afternoon, your
head. These two qualities tend to add to your success,
your
enters
said Monday that it had carried though some people might find it confusing. Tonight: Meet friends for
out 17 airstrikes near Kobani dinner.
over the last 24 hours that struck TAURUS (April 20-May 20)
Islamic State group infrastruc- **** Use the morning for any heartfelt projects that you would like
ture and fighting positions.
to complete. The afternoon could toss you into the financial realm,
Nassan said he was preparing where you'll gain more understanding of a money matter. Don't be
to head into Kobani on Tuesday intimidated by someone who is more knowledgeable than you.
and expected the town to be Tonight: Your treat.
GEMINI(May 21-June 20)
fully free by then.
Don't get upset if you are dragging in the morning, because
Gharib Hassou, a representa- ****
you'll be full of amazing thoughts and energy in the afternoon.
tive of Syria's powerful Kurdish Others simply will kick back and observe. Remain open-minded,
Democratic Union Party, or even if a partner or friend seems to be somewhat negative. Tonight:
PYD, based in Southern Out and about.
Kurdistan, said fighting was still CANCER (June 21-July 22)
going in "two or three streets," *** Use the morning for meetings and important get-togethers.
adding that most of the militants You could be more tired than you realize, and might need to slow
withdrew to the town of Tal down in the afternoon. Squeeze in a nap if you can. Make it OK not
to be so responsive right now. Tonight: Vanish into the night.
Abyad to the east.
"There are a lot of dead bod- LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
**** Be willing to voice your opinion in a group pf friends; just
ies ... and they left some of the
know that you might not be thrilled by others' reaction4,1You could try
weapons," he said. Kurdish to coax them to see your side; however, this type of manipulation
fighters also suffered high casu- has the potential to backfire. Tonight: Just be yourself. Everything
alties, he said, adding that more will work out.
reinforcements will be sent to VIRGO(Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
reinforce control over the town. *** You could feel pressured, as people with different issues seem
Rarni Abdurrahman, director to appear around you. Your responsibilities might be unusually
of the Observatory, said the heavy, which will force you to say 'no' to a situation in which you
Tonight: Out till the
Kurdish force was led by would prefer to be involved. Try to be diplomatic.
hours.
wee
Mohammed Barkhadan, the
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22)
Kobani commander of the main
**** Keep reaching out to someone whom you care a lot about.
Kurdish militia known as the You might not have the right words to describe your feelings, but
People's Protection Units, or don't underestimate the importance of your tone. You might need
YPG.
some downtime for yourself. Take it. Tonight: Grasp the big picture.
Barkhadan is a well-known SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
militia leader among Kurds and **** You could be unusually preoccupied with a problem involvin 2013 he led an offensive that ing your finances. You won't be able to change what has happened,
ousted Islamic militants out of but you can let go of what seems to be holding you back.
Tonight: Go along with a
the northern Syrian town of Ras Communication could be stifling at best.
friend's wishes.
Ayn, Aburrahman said.
SAGITTARIUS(Nov. 22-Dec. 21)
Since mid-September, the *** You might be fixated on one issue or project, and perhaps
killed
has
Kobani
for
battle
haven't noticed how much time you have spent on this matter. You
some 1,600 people, including could be disappointed by someone else's reaction, or vice versa. Try
1,075 Islamic State group mem- to be as realistic as possible. Tonight: Make amends in a fun way.
bers, 459 Kurdish fighters and CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
32 civilians, the Observatory **** Where others don't know how to resolve an issue, you'll tap
reported earlier this month. The into your ingenuity. Your creativity seems endless and right on tarTry adding
Islamic State group, increasing- get. You could be a lot more isolated than you realize.
conversations. Tonight: Leap into
ly under pressure, has carried more warmth to business-related
out more than 35 suicide attacks action.
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
in Kobani in recent weeks, **** You could be taken aback by a loved one's efforts. You also
activists say.
might need to express your feelings to this person. Your creativity is
Retired Marine Gen. John often fed by your resilience. You know there is always an answer.
Allen, the U.S. envoy for the Today, use that knowledge. Tonight: Time for some playfulness.
international coalition fighting PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20)
the Islamic State group mili- **** You often are not aware of how you feel, as you tend to get
tants, in November predicted involved in others' matters. Stop and look within. You might want to
to snuff, you
Kobani would be a defeat for put yourself first for a change. If you aren't feeling up
might like to be. Tonight: Get some
you
as
centered
as
be
won't
the extremists.
beauty sleep.
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